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ABSTRACT
Bulges of edge-on galaxies are often boxy/peanut-shaped (B/PS), and unsharp masks reveal
the presence of an X shape. Simulations show that these shapes can be produced by dynamical
processes driven by a bar which vertically thickens the centre. In the Milky Way, which
contains such a B/PS bulge, the X-shaped structure is traced by the metal-rich stars but not
by the metal-poor ones. Recently, Debattista et al. interpreted this property as a result of
the varying effect of the bar on stellar populations with different starting kinematics. This
kinematic fractionation model predicts that cooler populations at the time of bar formation go
on to trace the X shape, whereas hotter populations are more uniformly distributed. As this
prediction is not specific to the Milky Way, we test it with Multi Unit Spectroscopic Explorer
(MUSE) observations of the B/PS bulge in the nearby galaxy NGC 4710. We show that the
metallicity map is more peanut-shaped than the density distribution itself, in good agreement
with the prediction. This result indicates that the X-shaped structure in B/PS bulges is formed
of relatively metal-rich stars that have been vertically redistributed by the bar, whereas the
metal-poor stars have a more uniform, box-shaped distribution.
Key words: galaxies: bulges – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation – galaxies: stellar
content – galaxies: structure.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
The study of the bulges of spiral galaxies is of fundamental impor-
tance for obtaining a complete understanding of the processes in-
volved in the formation and evolution of disc galaxies. Early galaxy
mergers are thought to be very efficient in producing spheroids in
the central regions of disc galaxies (Brooks & Christensen 2016).
These components, known as classical bulges, would have similar
properties to scaled-down elliptical galaxies (Kormendy & Ken-
nicutt 2004; Hopkins et al. 2010). However, observationally, the
central regions of galaxies are commonly found to be dominated
by stellar bars (e.g. Lu¨tticke, Dettmar & Pohlen 2000). Further-
more, disc galaxies seen edge-on often show central bulges that
appear boxy, or sometimes peanut- or X-shaped. Numerical simu-
lations provide clues to the nature of these systems placing them
in the family of secular products arising from the vertical heating
and thickening of bars. Observations have confirmed the link of this
⋆ E-mail: oscar.gonzalez@stfc.ac.uk
kind of bulges to the presence of stellar bars (see Athanassoula 2016,
for a detailed review). These boxy/peanut-shaped (B/PS) bulges are
produced either by the buckling instability of bars (Raha et al. 1991)
or by resonant trapping (Quillen et al. 2014). B/PS bulges are very
common (Laurikainen & Salo 2016) and even our own Milky Way
(MW) Galaxy has a B/PS bulge (Zoccali & Valenti 2016, and
references therein).
Secular evolution via bar buckling readily produces bulges with
the kinematics (e.g. Shen et al. 2010) and X-shaped morphology
(e.g. Wegg & Gerhard 2013) of the MW’s bulge. However, more
detailed studies of the stellar populations of the MW’s B/PS bulge
have produced unexpected results in terms of a vertical metallic-
ity gradient (Zoccali et al. 2008; Gonzalez et al. 2013; Johnson
et al. 2013), an X-shape that is traced by the more metal-rich stars,
but not by the metal-poor ones (e.g. Ness et al. 2013; Va´squez
et al. 2013), and a nearly axisymmetric distribution of RR-Lyrae
variables at b ≃ 4◦ (De´ka´ny et al. 2013). These properties of the
MW’s bulge seemed to require the additional presence of a classical
bulge. Recently, Debattista et al. (2016) resolved this discrepancy in
the secular evolution scenario by demonstrating how bars are able
C⃝ 2016 The Authors
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to produce a separation between different stellar populations during
the B/PS bulge formation. Because this separation is induced by
the different initial in-plane kinematics (which are correlated with
ages and therefore with metallicity), they adopted the term kine-
matic fractionation to refer to it. They showed that the properties of
the resulting B/PS bulges nicely follow the trends observed in the
MW.
Kinematic fractionation is not specific to the MW. One testable
prediction of kinematic fractionation is that B/PS bulges observed in
edge-on disc galaxies will show metallicity maps that trace a peanut
shape, analogous to the X-shape seen in the MW. In this context,
NGC 4710 is one of the best laboratories to test this prediction. NGC
4710, located at 16.9 Mpc, has a stellar mass of M⋆ ∼ 7× 1010 M⊙
(Cappellari et al. 2013), is classified as an exactly edge-on barred
galaxy with a B/PS bulge (Buta et al. 2015), and has no co-spatial
large-scale classical bulge (Gadotti 2012; Gonzalez et al. 2016).
Furthermore, the arms of its X-shaped bulge structure are seen very
prominently, as a consequence of a nearly side-on orientation of
the bar (Buta et al. 2015). In this Letter, we investigate the stellar
population properties of the B/PS bulge of NGC 4710, directly
testing the prediction of kinematic fractionation.
2 O BSERVATIONS
We obtained spectral and imaging coverage of NGC 4710 using the
Multi Unit Spectroscopic Explorer (MUSE) instrument installed
on the Very Large Telescope (VLT). The observations were taken
as part of the MUSE Science Verification observing run in 2014
June and their details can be found in the study of the kinemat-
ics of NGC 4710 presented in Gonzalez et al. (2016). MUSE
(Bacon et al. 2010) is an optical wide-field integral-field spectro-
graph that uses the image slicing technique to cover a field of view
of 1 arcmin × 1 arcmin in wide-field mode resulting in a spatial
sampling of 0.2 arcsec× 0.2 arcsec spaxels and resolving power
from R ∼ 2000 at 4600 Å to R ∼ 4000 at 9300 Å. The full field
is split up into 24 subfields that are fed into one of the 24 integral
field units (IFUs) of the instrument. Observations of NGC 4710
were carried without adaptive optics at the nominal wavelength
range (4650–9300 Å). The central coordinates of the observed field
(α = 12h49m37.s9, δ = +15◦10′00.′′8, J2000) were optimized as de-
scribed in Gonzalez et al. (2016) to cover the inner part of the B/PS
bulge and to extend the coverage to the expected limit of the bulge
on the north-west side of the galaxy.
3 SI M U L ATI O N
In this study, we investigate the stellar population properties of the
B/PS bulge of NGC 4710 by comparing them to a star-forming
N-body chemodynamical simulation which evolved to form a B/PS
bulge. The simulation was presented by Cole et al. (2014) and Ness
et al. (2014), while a full description of the physical processes
involved was given in Debattista et al. (2016). In the simulation, a
disc galaxy forms purely out of gas cooling from a spherical corona
that settles into a disc, triggering continuous star formation. The
galaxy forms a strong bar after 2 Gyr and by 10 Gyr, it has formed
a B/PS bulge (Debattista et al. 2016). Very important for our study
is the fact that all stars in the simulation form from gas, rather
than being put by hand as typically done in N-body simulations.
Thus, the simulation was able to follow the chemical evolution of
all stellar populations.
4 ST E L L A R PO P U L ATI O N S A NA LY S I S
Gonzalez et al. (2016) used the MUSE observations of NGC 4710
to map the kinematics of its bulge. They used the Penalized Pixel
Fitting routine PPXF1 (Cappellari & Emsellem 2004) to evaluate the
galaxy’s stellar kinematics by fitting the single stellar population
(SSP) MILES library of Vazdekis et al. (2010) to the observed spec-
tra in pixel space using a maximum penalized likelihood method.
The line-of-sight (LOS) mean velocity and velocity dispersion were
obtained by fitting templates to the observed spectra in each spatial
bin.
In this work, we extend the analysis of Gonzalez et al. (2016)
to investigate the stellar populations of the bulge of NGC 4710.
We perform full-spectrum fitting with PPXF using the; MIUSCAT
library2 of SSP models (Vazdekis et al. 2012). The SSP models
from the MIUSCAT library have been computed theoretically from
the MILES and CaT empirical spectra (Cenarro et al. 2001) and
were preferred for our study as they have been shown to accurately
reproduce the continuum and line profiles, which are critical for the
analysis of stellar populations. We select a grid with ages ranging
from 1 to 14.1 Gyr and metallicities3 ranging from−1.31 to +0.22
dex, computed using a Salpeter (1955) initial mass function (uni-
modal with slope 1.3) and based on the Padova isochrones from
Girardi et al. (2000).
We follow the same methodology as in Gonzalez et al. (2016)
and use PPXF to find the best-fitting template spectrum over each
spatial bin over the wavelength range (4750–5550 Å) to avoid re-
gions potentially contaminated by residuals of strong sky emission
lines. This spectral region has been used in similar analysis by the
SAURON (Bacon et al. 2001) and ATLAS3D (Cappellari et al. 2011)
surveys, as it includes strong stellar population indicators such as
Hβ (sensitive to age) as well as Mgb and Fe5250 (sensitive to
metallicity).
Gas emission lines are not masked, unlike in the earlier kinematic
analysis (Gonzalez et al. 2016), in order to include the absorption
Hβ line in the analysis. Instead, we perform a two component fit in
PPXF including the MIUSCAT templates as well as a set of Gaus-
sian emission templates. Further, we allow PPXF to treat the fit of
the emission-line template as a different kinematic component to
account for possible decoupled kinematics between gas and stellar
components. In order to accurately perform the two-component fit,
we increase the binning with respect to the kinematic study (mini-
mum S/N = 50) by imposing a minimum S/N of 100 in each spatial
bin using the Voronoi-binning method (Cappellari & Copin 2003).
We use only multiplicative polynomials to account for flux cal-
ibration errors without including any additive polynomials. As de-
scribed in Cappellari & Emsellem (2004), using additive polynomi-
als is recommended when fitting the LOS velocity distribution but
they should be avoided when inferring stellar populations as they
can affect the spectral line strength and bias the metallicity and age
calculations.
We set PPXF to find an optimal spectral fitting solution based on
the weights applied to each template spectrum from the MIUSCAT
library in the age–metallicity grid using a regularization parameter.
As described in Gue´rou et al. (2016), the statistical consistency of
the best-fitting solution to the data can be optimized by increasing
1 http://www-astro.physics.ox.ac.uk/∼mxc/software/
2 http://miles.iac.es/pages/stellar-libraries/miles-library.php
3 We use the MIUSCAT base models, which are computed using stars se-
lected on the basis of their [Fe/H] metallicity. Therefore, these models follow
the abundance pattern of the MW.
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Figure 1. Stellar population solutions of PPXF from the full spectral-fitting
procedure for two representative regions of NGC 4710. The black lines show
the observed, integrated spectra for two spatial bins with S/N∼100 centred
in the disc plane (upper panel) and in the outer bulge (lower panel) along
the minor axis. The best-fitting template spectra obtained from PPXF using
the MIUSCAT libraries and emission-line templates are shown as red lines.
The residuals from the fits for each case are shown in green.
the regularization parameter until the χ2 value of the template fit
exceeds that of the unregularized fit by
√
2N , where N is the number
of spaxels. In this way, we ensure that the regularization procedure
constrains the solution such that the weights assigned to neighbour-
ing age and metallicity templates changes smoothly while being
fully consistent with our observed spectrum.
The final representative stellar population of the observed in-
tegrated spectrum for each bin is then obtained by calculating a
weighted average of the metallicities and ages of the grid using
the weights calculated by PPXF. Fig. 1 shows the best-fitting so-
lution for two spatial bins of the MUSE cube. The MIUSCAT
template models are normalized to a star of one solar mass so the
resulting mean age and metallicity values are mass-weighted. We
estimate the uncertainties in our measurements by assuming sym-
metry with respect to the minor axis of the galaxy and evaluating
the standard deviation of the [Fe/H] difference at symmetric loca-
tions. We find a typical error of ∼0.03 dex in the mean [Fe/H] and
0.8 Gyr for the mean stellar age. These values are expected to be
slightly larger in the outermost bins that are located furthest from the
mid-plane.
4.1 Age and metallicity maps of NGC 4710
Fig. 2 shows the resulting mass-weighted metallicity and age maps
of the bulge of NGC 4710. The maps suggest the presence of a
thin disc component of near-solar metallicity with a mean age of
5–6 Gyr and they show that there is a clear vertical metallicity
gradient. We note that there is a region near the mid-plane (but
clearly not in the centre of the galaxy) dominated by younger stellar
populations (2 Gyr) than the rest of the disc, which coincides with
a flux excess seen in the reconstructed image. In Gonzalez et al.
(2016), this region was identified as a stellar population located in
the foreground disc because of its distinct kinematics and strong
gas emission lines. The fact that the stellar population in this region
is also very young and metal-poor with respect to the rest of the
galaxy supports this conclusion and, furthermore, suggests that this
is a recently triggered star-forming region.
At larger heights from the plane, in the region dominated by the
B/PS bulge, the mean age of the stellar population quickly becomes
older, of the order of 8–9 Gyr, while the mean metallicity decreases
to [Fe/H] = −0.2. Beyond this point, the age map is consistent with
a predominantly old population with a mean age of 10 Gyr, while
the vertical metallicity gradient extends to∼35 arcsec (∼2.0 kpc at
16.9 Mpc) from the plane of the galaxy, reaching a metallicity of
[Fe/H] = −0.8 dex in the region of the outer bulge and halo.
The most striking feature of the mass-weighted metallicity map
of NGC 4710 is its peanut shape, that is, the vertical metallic-
ity gradient has a different pattern along the minor axis than at
the sides of the B/PS bulge. The metal-rich population extends
to larger heights away from the plane at intermediate distances
(∼1.5 kpc) from the centre than it does along the minor axis. We
Figure 2. The left-hand panel shows the reconstructed flux map and isophote contours of the MUSE observations of NGC 4710 in arbitrary flux units. The
mass-weighted stellar population maps of NGC 4710 resulting from the regularized spectral fitting using PPXF are shown in the middle and right-hand panels
for metallicity and age, respectively. Isophote contours are overplotted for reference to the regions mapped in the reconstructed image. The locations of the
spectra displayed in the upper and lower panels of Fig. 1 are shown as + and ×, respectively.
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Figure 3. The left-hand panel shows the unsharp-masked MUSE image of NGC 4710 obtained by dividing the original image by a smoothed one using
a Gaussian filter with σ = 15 pixels. The middle panel shows the mass-weighted metallicity map of NGC 4710. Dashed contour lines are stellar surface
brightness isophotes, as in Fig. 2. The right-hand panel shows the metallicity map of the simulation from Debattista et al. (2016). The density contours of the
simulation are also shown in the right-hand panel as dashed lines. The spatial coordinates of the simulation were scaled by a factor of 1.2 and the [Fe/H] values
in the simulation were decreased by 0.35 dex for comparison. The colour scale saturates at [Fe/H] = 0.1 dex for visualization. We assume a distance to NGC
4710 of 16.9 Mpc. The peanut shape of the metallicity maps is outlined by the boldfaced contour at [Fe/H] = −0.1 for both NGC 4710 and the simulation.
refer to this gradient pattern as the peanut-shaped metallicity map of
NGC 4710.
4.2 The origin of the population gradients in NGC 4710
Simulations show that B/PS bulges can be produced by secular dy-
namical processes driven by a bar. Bulges formed in this way often
show an underlying X-shaped structure in unsharp-mask images.
This is the case for NGC 4710, as shown in Fig. 3, where the arms
of the X can be clearly identified. The unsharp-masked MUSE im-
age was constructed dividing the original image by a smoothed one
that is obtained from convolving the original image with a Gaussian
with σ = 15 pixels (3 arcsec). Fig. 3 also shows a more detailed
view of the mass-weighted metallicity map which appears more
pinched/peanut-shaped than the flux distribution off the mid-plane.
Debattista et al. (2016) predicted that kinematic fractionation pro-
duces a B/PS bulge which has a metallicity distribution that is even
more peanut-shaped than the density itself. The metallicity map of
their simulation is shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. 3.4 This
shows a remarkable qualitative similarity to the metallicity map of
NGC 4710, both in terms of shape and of vertical metallicity gradi-
ent. This metallicity distribution in the bulge is a consequence of the
anticorrelation between in-plane velocity dispersion and metallicity
at the time of bar formation. The metal-rich populations with low
radial velocity dispersion are driven by the bar to a vertically thick
peanut-shaped bulge, whereas the hotter, more metal-poor popula-
tions become vertically thicker with a more boxy, rather than peanut
shape.
There is also a separate inner peanut-shaped, higher metallicity
region at r ! 0.5 kpc in the simulation ([Fe/H] > 0.1 dex region
in the right-hand panel of Fig. 3 which is not seen in NGC 4710.
However, as this is the region dominated by the (inner) disc, this
feature does not affect our conclusions.
The detection of the strong peanut-shape in the metallicity distri-
bution of the B/PS bulge of NGC 4710, which is also homogenously
old, represents strong evidence in favour of kinematic fractionation
having shaped its bulge.
4 For ease of comparison, all metallicities in the simulation are shifted
by−0.35 dex. Because here we are interested in the trends, not the absolute
values, this shift has no effect on our analysis.
5 C O N C L U S I O N S
We have shown for the first time, using VLT-MUSE IFU obser-
vations of the edge-on galaxy NGC 4710, that at least some B/PS
bulges show a distinct peanut shape in the metallicity distribution,
with the peanut shape more pronounced than in the density itself.
This behaviour was predicted by the kinematic fractionation model
of B/PS bulge growth (Debattista et al. 2016) and is a direct con-
sequence of the redistribution of stellar orbits by the bar based on
their in-plane velocities at the time of bar formation.
The peanut-shaped bulge metallicity distribution in NGC 4710 is
homologous with the X-shaped structure of the MW’s bulge, which
is traced by the double-peaked LOS distribution of metal-rich stars,
but not by metal-poor ones (Ness et al. 2012; Va´squez et al. 2013).
The fact that kinematic fractionation is able to produce vertical
metallicity gradients as strong as those observed in NGC 4710, and
comparable to those in the MW (Gonzalez et al. 2016), implies
that vertical metallicity gradients in B/PS bulges do not require an
additional, accreted bulge component (i.e. a classical bulge). The
absence of a classical bulge in NGC 4710, as determined from
photometric fitting, supports the interpretation that the MW also
lacks a classical bulge.
Therefore, the properties of the MW’s bulge, once considered
puzzling, now appear a rather natural outcome of purely secular
evolution. We have shown here that such evolution also occurred in
NGC 4710, hinting that many of the MW bulge’s properties may be
very common amongst B/PS bulges. Our results suggest a number
of fruitful next tests of kinematic fractionation. Most obviously,
the number of bulges with studied metallicity maps needs to be
expanded, including in non-B/PS bulges. Kinematic fractionation
also predicts that B/PS bulges should exhibit a peanut shape and
vertical gradient also in the age (Debattista et al. 2016). The age
resolution of our spectra is not sufficient at the old ages we find in
NGC 4710 to detect these variations in the age. Searching for these
features in a larger sample of B/PS bulges would provide additional
support that kinematic fractionation has sculpted the B/PS bulges
observed today.
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